BLACK HILLS STOCK SHOW® SUMMER HORSE SALE
SUNDAY, JUNE 28, 2020
JAMES KJERSTAD EVENT CENTER
Central States Fairgrounds | Rapid City, SD

CHECK-IN: June 27 | 5:30-7:30pm
SALE PREVIEW: June 28 | 9am
HORSE SALE: June 28 | 1pm

More information available at BlackHillsStockShow.com | Rapid City, SD | 605.355.3861
Sale Terms & Conditions:

Terms of the sale are U.S. currency, approved bank check, cashier’s check or certified check in U.S. funds only, payable within one hour of sale’s completion. Central States Fair, Inc. reserves the right to withhold funds from any consignor until full settlement can be reached with the buyer.

Each animal will be sold to the highest bidder. The auctioneer in charge will settle any disputes as to bids and his decision will be final. No back alley trading.

Announcements from the block will take precedence over the printed material and all other announcements. Every effort has been made to assure the correctness of this catalog, but the Black Hills Stock Show® and Central States Fair, sale management and auctioneer are not responsible for errors or omissions, and assume no liability on its part or the seller as to statements, either verbal or written, regarding the horse sold. Catalog comments are provided by the seller. The Black Hills Stock Show® and Central States Fair acts only as an agent for the several consignors in the sale, and does not assume any responsibility of the animal’s future usefulness. If an adjustment needs to be made, it must be made between the purchaser and the consignor.

All horses with or without stated guarantees announced from the block, sell “as is” with any guarantees strictly between the buyer and seller.

Blood and urine testing may be done at the discretion of the buyer within twelve (12) hours of the horse changing ownership.

Title passes to the purchaser at the fall of the auctioneer’s hammer, at this time, the purchaser shall assume all responsibility for and risk of injury to said horse. It is the consignor’s responsibility to have his or her consignments present at the James Kjerstad Event Center.

The Black Hills Stock Show® and Central States Fair Horse Sale Committee reserves the final and absolute right to interpret these rules and regulations and arbitrarily settle and determine all matters, questions or difference in regard thereto, or otherwise arising out of, or connected with, or incident to, the Sale.

The Black Hills Stock Show® and Central States Fair Management, or their employees will not be responsible for any injury to or loss of any animal or accidents thereby, or any injury or loss of life to any participant or spectators during the Summer Horse Sale.

New 2020: View or Bid Online

DVAuction
Broadcasting Real-Time Auctions
**Consignors:**

Anderson Trust, Mitchell J, Edgemont, SD, (605) 431-3607..........................5
Baker, Dick & Connie, Lusk, WY, (307) 334-3344.................................17
Bender, Le'Ann, Mobridge, SD, (605) 733-2427.............................20
Broken Arrow Livestock,
  Travis Krien, Harrison, NE, (308) 665-5085.................................27
Brown, Rod & Holly, Ponca, NE, (712) 490-8992............................16, 40
Diamond B Horse Company
  Amy Thompson, Roscoe, SD, (320) 905-1654.............................2, 24, 38
Franz, Kassi, Elbert, CO, (719) 367-8685.................................21
Gerard, J.D., Kennebec, SD, (605) 222-8949.................................11
Geroux, Twila, Westcliffe, CO, (719) 371-4344..........................19, 37
Griemsman, Paul & Jana, Piedmont, SD, (605) 484-7117.................15
Griesse, Kathy, Harrison, NE, (308) 668-2487.............................36
Holst, Alise, Box Elder, SD, (507) 951-7880..............................13
Holt, Kurt, Wecota, SD, (320) 905-1654.................................7
Kleven, Tim, Williston, ND..................................................30
Lucey, Gideon, Hot Springs, SD...........................................29, 41
McKernan, Lyle, Rapid City, SD, (605) 949-3324.............................18, 43
Moody, Brandon, Van Tassel, WY, (307) 315-7700......................6
Musfelt, Bob & Tammy, Lusk, WY, (307) 340-0172..........................44
Newton, Amy, Glasgow, MT, (406) 263-2692..............................39
Nixon, Josh & Lynn, Alzada, MT..............................................32
Oak Canyon Ranch
  Ken Krieger, Burke, SD, (605) 830-2448..............................4
O’Keeffe, Levi & Lindsey, Belle Fourche, SD, (701) 721-9248..........28
Plucker, Jeff, Aladdin, WY, (307) 896-9134...............................22
Poppe, Jake & Bree, Fallon, MT, (605) 639-0356..........................26
Rogers, Nate, Buffalo, WY, (307) 763-7587............................33
Schaffer, Rod & Corrine, Broadus, MT, (406) 672-5546................8
Schlitz, Logan & Bethany, Torrington, WY, (307) 575-5236.........34
St. Clair, Mike, Kahoka, MO, (319) 795-3117..............................23
Storm, Larry, Milbank, SD.....................................................1
Weinreich, Garrett, Edgemont, SD.........................................35
Weishaar, Seth, Belle Fourche, SD, (605) 210-1124.....................14, 25, 31, 42
Whitcher, Jim, Scenic, SD, (605) 993-6131................................9
Wilson, Fred & Clara, Newcastle, WY, (307) 663-7655.................12
Witcher, Chris or Niki, Miles City, MT, (406) 855-2168.............10

---

**FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:**
Amanda Kammerer
605-721-9030

---

**Check-In:**
Saturday, June 27
5:30-7:30 pm
Event Center Warm Up

**Sale Preview:**
Sunday, June 28
9:00 am
James Kjerstad Event Center

**Horse Sale:**
Sunday, June 28
1:00 pm
James Kjerstad Event Center

**Auctioneer:**
Seth Weishaar
Belle Fourche, SD

**Pedigrees:**
Jim Hunt
Faith, SD

Sunday, June 28
Lot 1 TKM WOODCHIP DUKE

6/6/2012 BUCKSKIN GELDING—AQHA #5643907

ONE TIME PEPTO
MP THRIFTWOOD
ORPHAN WOOD CO

TKM DIXIEWOOD
CIDERWOOD
MITO DEANNA

Footnotes:
Here is a really nice, royally bred 8 yr old gelding. Ready to go in any direction. Has been as a trail horse and a ranch horse his whole life. Currently being used at Phillip Livestock. Has drug calves to the fire and been pasture roped off of. Really nice gelding. Don’t overlook this guy. FMI Lyle @ (605) 949-3324

Lot 2 TQH DOCS REFLECTION

6/8/2015 SORREL GELDING—AQHA #5694756

ESPECIALS REFLECTION
ESPECIAL
CR JEWELS REFLECT

DOCS KING DAISY
DOCS BORREGO
DOCS KING JACKIE

Footnotes:
This is a coming 5 yr old gelding with the flashy chrome and nabcano to turn all the heads. Over the last 3 years he’s been used to calve cows, doctor cattle, sort, ship, and gather. He’s a blast to use and has a motor that never runs low. Not many critters can out run this guy. He has roped a lot of cattle outside and the hot heels some in the arena. He is as sweet and gentle as you could want. Stands 14.3 hh. Watch the Diamond B Horse Company Facebook page for videos and pictures. FMI call Amy (320) 905-1654 or Jordan (320) 760-7075

Lot 3 TARIS PEPTO CAT

3/25/2013 SORREL GELDING—AQHA #5531073

MR TARI ASHWOD
VS TARI
MISS ASHWOOD JET

LIGHT DASHIN CAT
BOONLIGHT DANCER
DASH OF CAT

Footnotes:
14.3 hh, 1100 lbs, Mr Tari Ashwood x Light Dashin Cat, Doc Tari, Peptoboonsmal, and High Brow Cat all on his papers! Cool, calm, easy, FINISHED HEEL HORSE. Knows his job and has been hauled. Call Paul Lineman to try him out before the sale! Has taken to the breakaway with ease and won’t take much effort to finish and be hauling him soon. Very easy to get along with, good with other horses, sound, and same. Started as a cutter and very BROKE to ride. Contact Paul at (505) 484-7107 for more info.
Lot 4 SILVER DOLLAR REDPEP
4/28/2015 RED ROAN GELDING—AQHA Reg# 5711028
LENAS LILY
LENAS SISY MOON
LENAS BOOMS
LENA RED PEP
PEPTOBOOMSMAL
LIL SALLY LONG LEGS
LIL LEWIS LONG LEGS
LIL LUCY LONG LEGS
SMART PACIFIC BAILEY
SMART LITTLE LOPER
CLINTS DIAMOND

Features:
A really nice young gelding with talent that continues coming on strong in 3 events (heading, heel- ing & breakaway). Gets better all the time. Brought along slowly & correctly roping with Jake Schmidt. Jade likes the horse and a lot of people are starting to notice him & ask questions. Scores well, runs hard, pulls strong from the horn with a nice strong face. Runs hard with a good stop in the breakaway & heading, been rode outside & has drug calves to the film. Will be handled a lot & judgged on prior to sale time. Blankets, barb, shoes & clips. Good to be around & handle. A kind, friendly horse that likes people, loads & trails well. Red quiet to the point of being called a beginners horse yet, quick footed with lots of energy & feel. This gelding has the breeding, look, talent & mind to make a high caliber horse in the near future. Ken Schmidt (605) 771-1421

Lot 5 SEMI DRY CHINA
4/10/2007 BAY MARE—AQHA Reg# 5067478
SMART CHINALEN
SMART CHIC OLENA
FRAGILE CHINA
SEMI DRY ZANA
CLIPPER ZAN
SEMI DRY LOVE
SMART LITTLE LENA
GAY SUGAR CHIC
QUILCHINA BAR
BE OTOE BAL
ZAN PARR BAR
LADY HISTORY
MR DRY DOC
SEMINOLE KITTY

Features:
NRCHA money earner and producer, NCHA money earner. AQHA World Show Qualifier, ROM, Kathy Coleman Bridle Spectacular Champion. Sells with colt by Night Time Playmate and exposed to Night Time Playmate. Agent Kirk Hall

Lot 6 ASHWOOD ICE MAN
6/1/2013 SORREL GELDING—AQHA Reg# 5566330
ASHWOOD ICE CLU
ASHWOOD SUGAR
LT KID
SURELY PANDORA
MY PARKER ASHWOOD
OL TOP SUGAR
KID CLU
JUSTA LITTLE FANTASY
MY SKIP VANZI
SHIRLEY GRAND 86
MY SKIP ASHWOOD
DEBBIE PARKER 77
TOPSAIL TONY
LARSONS SUGAR DOC

Features:
Very nice, gentle gelding. He has been used on the ranch his whole life. He has roped lots of yearlings, been used in the branding pen and I have both headed and heeled on him in the roping pen. I can’t say enough good about him.
Lot 7 GUNNERS REVENUE

4/4/2015 BAY GELDING—AQHA Reg #5665185

- YOUNG RIO GUNNER
- YOUNG GUN
- MONEY TALKS RIO

- WC DRIFTWOOD BUCK
- LITTLE BLACK BIRD

- FRECKLES PLAYBOY
- LENAETTE
- DOC QUIXOTE
- MONEY FROM HOME
- ALI JACK
- MISS GOODING
- NINETY NINE GOLD
- WONDERS FLORIDA

Pedigree:
3 yr old bay gelding. This awesome guy came straight off the Meyers (Glad Valley, SD) horse sale as a weanling and has been used on the ranch since he was started as a 2 yr old. He has also been used to ride pens in the feedlot and doctor cattle on pasture. He stands 15.3hh and is very athletic. He sorts very well in the pens and in the pasture. Lightly started on the head side. Easy to catch and gentle. Watch Diamond B Horse Company Facebook page for pictures and videos. Fill call Amy (320) 905-1654 or Jordan (320) 760-7075

Lot 8 COLONEL PETES PISTOL

1/10/2012 SORREL GELDING—AQHA Reg #0703251

- COLONEL JEDDO
- FOURTH COLONEL
- EGC BEE PLAY

- PISTOLS RUNNER
- PISTOL TOES
- HUM DRUMS SUGAR

- COLONEL FRECKLES
- MISS SOLANO
- CHARLIE DOC
- BEE BESS
- OKIE TOES
- MISS BROWN DOLL
- HUM DRUM RUNNER
- GO KINGS SUGAR

Pedigree:
This gelding stands 15 hh and weighs 1200 lbs. He is a solid finished bred horse that is ready to go. This horse has been ranched on and will get the job done. This horse is started on the barrels and is gentle.

Lot 9 SMART WHITCH

4/22/2017 BLACK MARE—AQHA Reg #5829278

- PEPTOS BLUEPRINT
- PEPTOBOONSMAL
- MOST UNIQUE

- SMART AMANDA
- SMART LITTLE LENA
- AMANDA STARGUN

- PEPPY SAN BADGER
- ROYAL BLUE BOON
- HAIDA'S LITTLE PEP
- PATS FIRST MARTINI
- DOC O'LENA
- SMART PEPPY
- PLAYGUN
- AMANDA STARLIGHT

Pedigree:
Ranch used, 12 months in cutting training, very gentle, black mare, by a nice daughter of Smart Little Lena, X Amanda Star Gun producer of a million four.

2020 Summer Horse Sale
Lot 10 SOPHISTICATED DULLY

2/27/2014 SORREL GELDING—AQHA #105643174

HIGH BROW CAT
SHANIA CEE

SOPHISTICATED CAT
HIGH BROW HICKORY
SMART LITTLE KITTY
PEPPYS BY 895
LYNX MELODY

ANNIES ROYAL DULLY
CD ROYAL
BOONS ROYAL UNO
TIFFANY TARI

Description:
Sorrento is a 4yr old sorrel gelding and an own son of Sophisticated Cat. This guy comes with a large list of great qualities. He is very well broke and absolutely gentle. His adorable personality makes him a pleasure to be around. This horse is quick footed, super athletic, with a big step complemented with plenty of speed. SORRENTO has had limited hauling and is seasoned enough to hit the road in that breakaway roping and start backing someone to the jury window. He is also well started in the tie-down roping where he is showing a world of potential. This is a special horse with a huge future ahead of him. Full contact Chris (406) 882-2566

Lot 11 ON TIME ONE TIME

1/20/2014 SORREL GELDING—AQHA #1258667670

ONE TIME PEPTO
PEPTOBOONSMAL
ONE TIME SOON

DESIRES CAT
PEPPY S BAGGER
ROYAL BLUE BOON
SMART LITTLE LENA
UNO PRINCESS

High Brow Cat
HIGH BROW HICKORY
SMART LITTLE KITTY
FRECKLES PLAYBOY
GENUINE DESIRE

Description:
142 hands, 1100 lbs. Finished cutter with NCHA earnings. Finished heel horse that has been hauled and won on. Nicely started in the breakaway. Used for all kinds of ranch work. Gentle with a great disposition. Very fancy gelding that gets noticed everywhere we take him. YouTube video: https://youtube.be/5a_2zorulho

Lot 12 KEEPACOMIN

4/23/2017 SORREL GELDING—AQHA #165831396

THIS GUYS A KEEPER
FRENCHMANS GUY
CLASSIC KEEPSAKE

MISSIN VIDILIA
DOX BUENO DINERO
DOX WILLOX

SUN FROST
FRENCHMAN'S LADY
DASH FOR CASH
RAPID VOLLEY
MISS N CASH
SUGARITA CHEX
DIAMOND JIGGS
DOX WILLET

Description:
Paid in full-Future Fortunes, paid into Pink Buckle, eligible for others. Dam placed in futurities, Dox Bueno Dinero-3 times Mt. States Circuit Finals qualifier, 1 time Mt. Circuit Finals, placed Cheyenne, North Platte, won Rapid City twice, etc. Over 60 days riding.

Sunday, June 28
Lot 13 Sparkswillfly
4/7/2016 Palomino Gelding—AQHA Reg#6791850
CODYS SHINING SPARK
CANDOR CODY
FRESNOS MISS REMINIC
REMINICS PEP
FRESNOS MISTY PAVO
GENUINE DOC
DIAMONDS SPARKLE
JOE CODY
LIZ FIVE
REMINIC
PEPPY REMEDY
PAVO DE PEPPY
BARFLUR BAR

Descriptio:n:
Fly is a beautiful palomino gelding that stands 15.3 hands tall, and is very broke to ride. He was started in a reining program, and has also been used on the ranch. Fly is an in your pocket type of gelding that is super gentle and willing to do anything you ask. He is very broke in the arena where he will loop collected circles both ways, is soft in his face and sides, has a nice stop and turn around. Fly is not only broke in the arena, but is quiet to ride outside and takes everything in stride. We have started him on the head side and is showing a lot of talent. He has also been lightly patterned on the barrels. This is a very talented, gentle and willing young gelding that can go in any direction. FM and Video Contact Alise Holst @ (605) 955-7889

Lot 14 Romeo Badger
2/4/2014 Sorrel Gelding—AQHA Reg#5660080
SMART SUGAR BADGER
BADGER SAN DOC
JUST MISS GIN
SMART LITTLE LENA
SMART PEPPY
DOCS LOPOLLO
PEPPY SAN BADGER
PEPPY SAN BADGER
SPECIAL MEDICINE
PREFERRED MONKEY
LITTLE PEANUT PATTY

Descriptio:n:
Romeo is the perfect trail/ranch horse. He stands 14.2 hands and is the kindest horse you will ever own. Absolute pet. Call (605) 210-4124 FMIL.

Lot 15 Juaquima To Freno
3/9/2015 Chestnut Gelding—AQHA Reg#5792830
BOON TOO SUIEN
MERADAS LITTLE SUE
COFFEE CAT 204
HIGH BROW CAT
CAPPUCCINO AND PASTA
PEPPY SAN BADGER
ROYAL BLUE BOON
FRECKLES MERADA
DOCS HICKORY SUE
HIGH BROW HICKORY
SMART LITTLE KITTY
CD OLena
SAVANNAH WHITE

Descriptio:n:
Juaquima To Freno, (“Hackamore to bridle”) aka “King” - 14.2 hh, 1050 lbs. 2015 gelding by Boon To Suen out of Coffee Cat (High Brow Cat). Extremely classy gelding! King has a gentle disposition and is friendly to be around and handle. He is broke and very responsive. King is a money earner in the cutting and now excelling in the breakaway and heel ing. He has a ton of grit and try, and can stop! This is a very talented horse with the ability to do many things! Video available at www.griemsmanperformanchores.com. Call Paul with questions (605) 484-7177
Lot 16 PACK N IT IN
Consignor: ROD & HOLLY BROWN/AGENT: HALEY BROWN
Ponca, NE

5/11/2012 BROWN GELDING—AQHA #5492342
THOMAS E HUGHES - HIGH BROW CAT
SMART LETHA
LUCKY BOON - PEPTOBOMASML
SMOKE POWDER

Pedigree:
Pack N It In aka Tommy is an 8 yr old sorrel gelding that was started and finished in the cutting. We purchased him as a 4 yr old and did many things on him at the ranch. He then went on to be a phenomenal sorting/pinching horse and is now one of our main head horses. Tommy is calm enough to be roped on by a 3 roper and quick enough for a number 6. We have hauled him the last two years to rodeos, jackpots, and World Series Roping. Tommy is safe for everyone in the family with looks to boot. FMI please call Haley (712) 480-6892.

Lot 17 TCROSS FROSTYBONANZA
Consignor: DICK & CONNIE BAKER
Lusk, WY

5/24/2019 PALOMINO MARE—AQHA #8945810
GUYS PIECE OF THE PIE - FRENCHMANS GUY
FLEETING PIE
TCROSS LOVE OF GOLD - ZANZE BAR GOLD
FORGOTEN LOVE

Pedigree:
Daughter of Guy’s Piece Of The Pie; rodeo champion, futurity earner, 1D, and American Semi Qualifier. Full sister won Cheyenne Frontier Days 1st Performance in 2018. All of siblings have won money in ranch rodeos, team ropings, or barrels.

Lot 18 JR SIERRA SWEEP
Consignor: LYLE MCKERNAN
Rapid City, SD

1/1/2007 BUCKSKIN GELDING—AQHA #5063095
HANDY SIERRA - BEE MY SIERRA
HANDY PEARL
JF ST ELEGANCE - ST SWEEP
JF SHEER ELEGANCE

Pedigree:
Here is a nice, gentle, good for anyone, buckskin gelding. Decent ranch horse. Has been a trail horse most of his life. Good, friendly to be around. Quiet, gentle and can be trusted. FMI Lyle @ (605) 949-3324.
Lot 19: NIC IT IN THE QUIOXE

Consignor: TWILA GEROUX
Westcliffe, CO


NIC IT IN THE BUD
- REMINIC
- GENUINE REDBUD
- QUIXOTES MAJOR LENA
- QUIXOTE SAN BADGER
- A MAJOR STATEMENT

Pedigree:
Walter is a 2013 gelding that we raised on our ranch out of my mom’s good mare. He is a finished heel horse ready to haul, has cow horse training as a 2 and 3 yr old. He is a solid ranch horse that tiny kids as well as mother-in-laws can hop on and ride any day. He has packed elk, drug calves, and picked around every novice rider that comes along as well as every top hand. There is not a hole in this special little horse. He is 100% sound in every way. Videos available upon request. FMI call Jess at (720) 466-0089

Lot 20: COWBOYS LUV COWGIRLS

Consignor: LE’ANN BENDER
Melridge, SD

5/20/2012 BLUE ROAN GELDING — AQHA Reg.

TANQUERY CHEX
- FRECKLE CHARGE
- FIGURE FOUR 501

COWBOYS MAIN SQUEEZE
- SIR BEA COWBOY
- OTES MAIN SQUEEZE

Pedigree:
Competed in SD Reined Cow Horse, AQHA Ranching Heritage Challenge, AQHA Roping, Reining, Regional Experience Junior Working Cow Horse, Money earner in NRHA and SRCHA, Point earner in Dally Team Roping-Heeling. Currently in roping training with Paul Groomsman.

Lot 21: TOTONKAS BLACKBURN

Consignor: KASSI FRANZ
Elbert, CO

5/16/2014 BAY GELDING — AQHA Reg.

ILLUMINATORS TOTONKA
- MR ILLUMINATOR
- MISS TONKA REVENUE

MODELS BLACKBURN
- COCO BLACKBURN
- MODELS MCKOIN

Pedigree:
Tommy is a stunning 2014 gelding. This horse is a great ranch horse and has been started heading. He was used for a summer by our 73 yr old grandma on a big cattle operation in CO. He has seen it all and handles himself well in any situation. Tommy is one of my wife’s go to horses. He is big boned and cinches deep. Videos available upon request. FMI call Jess at (720) 466-0089
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